More, Less, Same Labels

Less

More

Same
Color-Quantity Bingo Card

(Circles should be colored with appropriate colors)
Template for Decimeter Rods
Template for Tabletop Rods
Sandpaper Numerals
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Numeral Relay
Numeral Relay
Numeral Relay
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Numeral Relay
Numeral Relay
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Numeral Relay

7
Numeral Relay
Path Cards
Path Cards
Path Cards
Path Cards
Path Cards
Path Cards
Bingo Cards for Number-Numeral Bingo
Parts-of Cards
Pattern Blocks

- **Triangle** (green)
- **Hexagon** (yellow)
- **Trapezoid** (red)
- **Square** (orange)
- **Rhombus** (blue)
- **Thin Rhombus** (tan)
Worm Hunt Game Pieces
More/Less Spinner

MORE

LESS
1 to 6 Spinner Showing Numerals
Die
Dreidel Top Template

- Toma dos (Take two)
- Toma todo (Take all)
- Pon uno (Put one)
- Pon dos (Put two)
- Todosponon (All put – all players put two counters into the pot)
- Toma uno (Take one)

(shin)  (nun)  (gimel)  (hey)
Toma-Todo Top Template

- **Toma uno** (Take one)
- **Toma dos** (Take two)
- **Todos ponon** (All put – all players put two counters into the pot)
- **Pon uno** (Put one)
- **Pon dos** (Put two)
Kawasusuts Board
Feed the Squirrel